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European Parliament Embraces War Criminal
Zelenskyy
Man in Green gets standing ovation for his torture and murder of ethnic
Russians.
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On Thursday, Reuters reported Zelenskyy and his entourage in Europe “heard from several
European Union leaders at a summit that they were ready to provide Kyiv with aircraft to
help fight against Russia’s invasion.”

“The question of long-range weaponry and fighter jets for Ukraine has been resolved,”
declared Andriy Yermak, Zelenskyy’s chief of staff. “Details still to follow.”

The “taboo” of sending weapons capable of reaching hundreds of kilometers inside Russia is
about to be broken, according to Reuters, the “news” agency that collaborated with the CIA.

“Mr. Zelensky received standing ovations before, during and after his speech to European
lawmakers,”  reported  The  Hindu.  “He  held  up  an  EU  flag  after  his  address  and  the  entire
legislature stood in somber silence as the Ukrainian national anthem and then European
anthem ‘Ode to Joy’ were played.”

More like an ode to mass murder.

#Zelensky receiving a round of applause at The #EU summit whilst his troops
drop  chemical  weapons  on  Russian  soldiers.#ZelenskyWarCriminal
pic.twitter.com/j9H26SbIWk

— FriendOfRussia (@NoMoreNATO) February 9, 2023

European Parliament President Roberta Metsola said the “next step” is to provide “long
range systems” and fighter jets to the ultranationalists. Metsola said the “response” to the
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Russian effort to denazify and disarm the regime in Kyiv “must be proportional to the threat,
and the threat is existential.”

Ukraine is Europe.

And Ukraine belongs in the European Union. pic.twitter.com/pvAVvoPUj7

— Roberta Metsola (@EP_President) February 9, 2023

Metsola, elevated to the presidency of the European Parliament by a secret vote cast by
MEPs (not European citizens), is taking the war to the next level.

The EU is encouraging the ultranationalist regime in Kyiv to resume its ethnic cleansing,
torture, rape, and other war crimes committed in the Donbas and anywhere else Ukrainians
dare to speak Russian, attend an Orthodox Church, celebrate Russian traditions, or speak
out against atrocities committed by neo-nazi thugs.

Metsola and her fellow collaborationists should be required to read “War crimes of the
armed forces and security forces of Ukraine: torture and inhumane treatment,” a second
report on neo-nazi war crimes in Ukraine issued by the Organization for Security and Co-
operation in Europe (OSCE).

The PDF document reveals in gruesome detail the war crimes committed by the Ukrainian
state following the USG-orchestrated coup in Kyiv that brought avowed neo-nazis to power.

The  data  that  has  been  accumulated  since  the  first  report  by  the  Foundation  for
Democracy Studies provides ground to conclude that torture and inhumane treatment
inflicted  by  the  Security  Forces  of  Ukraine  (SBU),  by  the  Ukrainian  armed  forces,  the
National Guard and other formations within the Interior Ministry of Ukraine, as well as
by illegal armed groups, such as Right Sector, have not only continued but are gaining
in scale and are becoming systematic.

According to the report,

The prisoners were electrocuted, beaten cruelly and for multiple days in a row with
different  objects  (iron  bars,  baseball  bats,  sticks,  rifle  butts,  bayonet  knives,  rubber
batons).

Techniques widely used by the Ukrainian armed forces and security forces include
waterboarding, strangling with a ‘Banderist garrotte’ and other types of strangling.

In some cases prisoners, for the purposes of intimidation, were sent to minefields and
run over with military vehicles, which led to their death.

Other torture methods used by the Ukrainian armed forces and security forces include
bone-crashing,  stabbing  and  cutting  with  a  knife,  branding  with  red-hot  objects,
shooting different body parts with small arms.

The prisoners taken captive by the Ukrainian armed forces and security forces are kept
for days at freezing temperatures, with no access to food or medical assistance, and are
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often forced to take psychotropic substances that cause agony.

An absolute majority of prisoners are put through mock firing squads and suffer death
and rape threats to their families.

Many of those tortured are not members of the self-defense forces of the Donetsk and
Luhansk People’s Republics (DPR and LPR).

The Convention on Human Rights “prohibits in absolute terms torture, irrespective of other
circumstances,” and the state committing these violations “is responsible for the actions of
all  of  its agencies,  such as the police,  security forces,  other law enforcement officials,  and
any other State bodies who hold an individual under their control, whether they act under
orders, or on their own accord,” the authors write.

In other words, there is more than enough evidence to convict the Man in Green and his
ultranat associates of serious war crimes. In addition, the USG and the EU are guilty of
supporting and facilitating the above-listed crimes. Add to this the owners and management
of the corporate war propaganda media.

The  EU-USG war  crimes  collaborationists  are  busy  attempting  to  prevent  Russia  from
protecting civilians in Donetsk, Luhansk, Mariupol, Melitopol, Kherson, and Crimea. It is fair
to say they are war criminals and apologists of neo-nazi terror.

Finally, the following video is supremely disgusting—a war criminal and his collaborator in
mass murder, torture, and rape play kissy face for the camera.

In a more sane and less cruel world, both these nauseating creatures would be in a tribunal
docket similar  to the one that sentenced to death Martin Bormann, Hermann Goering,
Wilhelm Keitel, Julius Streicher, and other unrepentant Nazis.

*
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